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ABSTRACT

An attempt is made Lo develop mathematical predictions for various aspects
of the dynamics of post crash aircraft fires. The basis of the analysis
is the experimental simulation scenario under study by the FAA. The effects
of wind are considered as well as the effect of interior and exterior fires.

Suggestions are presented for estimating cabin door flow rates from measured
temperatures.

Keywords: Doorway flows, mathematical modeling, post crash aircraft fires,
wind effects
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NOMENCLATURE

A

c
P

C

g

H

H
o

m

m
P
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T
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door area

specific heat

flow coefficient

gravitational acceleration

heat loss coefficient (Eq. (3))

door height

mass

mass rate of fuel specified for internal fire

pressure

energy release rate

energy release rate corresponding to m
P

stoichiometric air to fuel ratio

fire plume radius

temperature

wind velocity normal to door

vertical coordinate

heat of reaction

P

a
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i

f

0

P

d

u

1

density

radius factor (Eq. (8))

inflow or inside
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ambient or outside

fuel for internal fire

pertains to fuel at an opening
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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

The development of correlations between laboratory test methods and full-
scale fire behavior does not only depend on the appropriateness of the laboratory
test. The dynamics of the full-scale fire scenario must also be understood, at
least in qualitative terms. Part of this insight must come from actual fire
simulation experiments. In addition, it is necessary to analyze those data and
develop mathematical modeling of at least aspects of the scenario to produce
generalized results. Some results of data analysis and modeling will be
presented for the wide-body post crash aircraft fire currently under study by the
FAA.

BACKGROUND

Full-scale fire studies have been conducted by Brown [1] using a DC7 fuse-
lage and Hill, Johnson and Sarkos [2] using a C133 fuselage. These studies
addressed the post crash fire scenario by considering a large external fuel
pool fire adjacent to an open cabin door. Various temperature, heat and
gas data were collected, and the effect of external ambient wind conditions,
pool size and door openings were examined. Eklund and Wright [3] did a small
scale study to examine the effect of door location relative to the pool fire.

Stuart [4] presented an analysis based on Bernoulli’s equation, for computing
the air flow rate through cabin door openings due to wind effects. More
recently Emmons [5] presented a more complete mathematical analysis of the
ingestion of fire gases into the cabin door opening. He proposed methods to

include the entrainment effect of the external fire, the capture of pool fire

gases due to plume expansion, and the flow due to pressure differences inherent
in the wind flow. The "capture" phenomenon is very complex and, in fact, manifests
itself as a pulsation of flames at the cabin door [6]. Modeling this effect may
require further attention. Nevertheless an understanding of the processes can be

developed through these mathematical modeling concepts, and these concepts have
been used in the analyses which follow.

ANALYSIS OF WIND EFFECTS

The experimental study by Hill et al. [2] will be used as a source of data
and a basis for analysis. A schematic of that experiment is shown in Figure 1

in a somewhat distorted form. For ease in illustration the doors are shown on

the ends, the cabin is considered rectangular in cross-section, and the wind is

directed normal to the fire door while the exit door experiences ambient pressure

since it was baffled from the wind. The objective will be to construct some

appropriate models and perform some sample computations to illustrate the dynamics

of the transport of heat and mass in the aircraft as a function of wind conditions,

and external and internal fire sizes for this port crash scenario.

The first approach taken was to attempt a correlation for the cabin temperature
data (at time t = 240s) given in Figure 16-18 of reference [2]. These data represent

the cabin upper gas temperature due to various wind conditions and various external

pool fire dimensions. Since the external fuel fire has large flame dimensions

relative to the doorway, it was assumed that the rate of energy release in the
cabin is controlled by the rate of air flow into the cabin through the fire door.
This flow is actually composed of fuel, air and products and is considered to be
fuel rich such that sufficient fuel is available to cause all the air to react.
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Thus, the rate of air flow in through the cabin doorway controls the rate of
energy release. For simplicity this flow is taken as a stoichiometric mixture
with r as the air fuel ratio. Hence the inflow rate

it^ = m
f

(1 + r) (1)

where m
f

is the fuel burning rate of the gases entering the cabin due to wind
effects. This flow is driven through the cabin door primarily by the stag-
nation pressure resulting from the normal wind velocity (V ). From Bernoulli’s
equation and orifice flow theory (neglecting the effect of the exit opening)

m. = Cp V A
1 o w

where C is a flow coefficient,

p is the ambient density,
o

and A is the opening area of the door.

( 2 )

An energy balance was performed for a control volume between the fire door
and the temperature data station (Figure 1) . The wind conditions were assumed
to dominate so that only unidirectional flow occurred (fire to exit door) .

m. c (T-T ) = m cAH - H(T-T ) (3)
l p o f o

The enthalpy flow rate equals the energy release in the cabin minus the heat
loss where

AH is the heat of combustion of the pool fire fuel,

H is an effective wall heat loss coefficient,
T is the average temperature in the cabin,
T is ambient (initial) temperature,

and c is the specific heat.
P

Combining Eqns ( 1) — (3) yields

AH
T-T =

c
p
(i+r )

(l +—£
)

_1

\ c Cp AV /
\ p o w /

(A)

If H is large, implying a large surface heat transfer area (not unreasonable
in the C133 experiments) , then T-T should be directly proportional to V .

The data were examined on that basis and a plot of the results was shown in
Figure 2. It should be noted that the temperature station is 3 m from the door
and 1.7 m from the floor, and the time-averaged wind velocity normal to the
door is based on measurements taken by cup and vane type sensors located at

the front and rear of the fuselage. Except for perhaps two data points (one in

which the thermocouple was probably in the flames and therefore not representative
of an average gas temperature) , the results are encouraging. They suggest that

Eq. (4) could serve as a guide in estimating the effect of the external fire and

wind on the cabin temperature rise.

SIMULATION OF A POST CRASH FIRE SCENARIO

Since this approach of correlating the wind effects on cabin temperature was

relatively successful it encouraged further analysis. Tanaka's existing model
[6], considers mass, energy and specie conservation for a homogeneous combustion
product zone (upper layer) and an air zone (lower layer). Various vertical
openings can be considered in the computation and a fire source plume is
specified in one compartment. The current application considers a single room
cabin with two door openings. In addition the post crash fire analysis was
addressed by introducing the following modifications:
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(1) Flow Into the cabin at the fire door was assumed to react in

stoichiometric proportion (i.e. burning is air controlled) such

that the rate of energy added to the cabin from the pool fire

due to pressure differences is

Q

m
1

AH

i
=

(r+1)
* (5)

The flow rate nu and the energy release rate Q
i

enter the hot layer
of the cabin compartment in Tanaka’s model [6].

(2) Flow at each door is governed by the existing pressure differences.
The fire door is affected by pool fire entrainment and wind if

present. The entrainment effect is negative causing flow out. The

exit door has normal ambient pressure (p^) imposed outside the

cabin. The external pressure imposed at the fire door is given by
superposition of wind and pool fire effects:

,
1 „2 1 / dm \

2 ^
p = p +rp V tt-

( -J- 1 (6)" 2 °“ 8„
2
p R

2
\
dz

/
O

R is the plume radius, z is the height and m is the plume flow
rate. The last term in Eq. (6) results from an application of

Bernoulli's equation to a streamline starting from rest and extending
to the fire plume. McCaffrey's [7] entrainment model was used
where rate of entrainment.

(3)

m = 6 */ 0 - 053^’ 5 < °' 2

P
1 0.063C

7
, K > 0.2

•2/5
where £ = z/Q^ and m (kg/s), Q (kW), z(m).

For the external pool fire it follows that £ < 0.2 and

dm *0.48 0.3
-r— = 0. 137 Q z
dz x

p

•2/5
and R = aln m, m=10., a=0.128z + 0.0062Q with (kcal/s)

Two cases were computed.

(7)

( 8 )

Case a . Wind is considered and a net heat addition due to the
"capture" or pulsating flame phenomenon is specified as a fixed
rate of fuel (mp) available at the fire door. A stoichiometric
amount of air is also added. A 4 x 6 ft (2.16 m^) pool fire was used.

Case b . An internal cabin fire is specified (m ) which would simulate
the ignition of cabin furnishings. The effect Bf fire location is

not accounted for by this model. No wind or flame pulsation effects
were considered, although they could in principle be included. Both
6 x 8 ft (4.5 m^) and 8 x 8 ft (5.0 m^) pool fires were used. The
following property values and data were used for the cabin geometry
in Figure 1.
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Kerosene fuel : r = 15, 30
AH = 42 kJ/g
burning rate = 0.064 kg/m -s

Cabin interior : conductivity = 1.2 x 10 ^ kW/m-K
specific heat = 1.0^ kJ/kg-K
density = 500. kg/m
thickness = 10 cm
emissivity = 0.8

Although these data may not match the full-scale conditions perfectly,
the fuel estimates are felt to be reasonable and the wall data should
not have a strong influence on the flow results.

The results for Case a are shown in Figure 3. They are in qualitative
agreement with the data of Hill et al. [2], and could be adjusted into
quantitative agreement by selecting "best values" for the parameters r and
A . Uncertainties in r relate to lack of a mixing rate model for fuel and
aSr, and in m due to lack of a quantitative understanding of flame pulsation
in the doorwa^. This analysis, however, does provide a framework for more accurate
modeling

.

The results for Case b are displayed in Figures 4-7. Two external pool
fires are considered 6 x 8 ft (4.5 m^) and 8 x 8 ft (6.0 m^) and the internal
fire is varied from 10 to 70 g/s with AH = 42 kJ/g. Both fires are considered
to begin impulsively at the same time. A competition exists between the internal
and external fires for "air" flow through the fire door. For a small internal
fire, flow is completely from the cabin at the fire door as the computed results
show. The curves labeled "air" and "smoke" in Figures 4 and 6 are the rates of

flow from (or to) the cold cabin air layer and from the hot upper cabin layer,

respectively. The term "air" is used loosely since it could pertain to pool
fire gases. When "air" flows txj the cabin through the fire door it reacts
in this model. In the modified Tanaka model this flow and release cf heat is

absorbed into hot cabin upper layer. The conditions which cause these pool
fire gases to enter the cabin are shown to depend on internal fire size and

time. In fact the entering of a substantial flow of pool fire gases into the
cabin is a critical event. Table 1 summarizes the results of this critical
flow reversal event. For a 4.5 m^ external pool fire, flames will enter the

cabin for an internal cabin fire of 2520 kW at 70 s. For the larger pool fire

(6.0 m^), this occurs for a 2940 kW cabin fire at 90s. These cabin fire sizes

may represent at least fire involvement of several seats, but obviously the

development of the fire spread on the seats is not accounted for in these

calculations. Nevertheless these results provide insight on the dynamics of

the post crash fire and a framework for developing correlations based on cabin

material performance.

FLOW MEASUREMENTS

It would be useful to establish the credibility of these calculations through

comparison with experimental results. An essential experimental component would

be the determination of the doorway flow rates. This would be very difficult

to achieve at the fire door because of flow disturbances due to the pool fire,

but much more easily done at the exit door. A basis for determining this flow

rate has been established by Steckler et al. [8] and utilizes temperature
measurements alone. A discussion of this approach is presented in the Appendix.

4



It should be possible to utilize this technique in the FAA post crash fire
experimental facility. The establishment of confidence in this model would
lead to the prospect of considering a more realistic fire spread scenario.
Such an analysis would be desirable in developing correlations between per-
formance of materials in the post crash experiments and test method data. It

is clear, however, from these calculations and observations of the full-scale
tests that only some fraction of the energy, smoke, and combustion products
from the interior cabin fire is flowing out of the cabin at the fire door.
Also when the internal fire becomes large enough, more significant quantities
of the pool fire gases are drawn into the cabin. Any correlation strategy,

assessment of human tolerance levels in the cabin or egress potential at the
exit door needs to account for these fire dynamic characteristics.
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TABLE 1

CABIN TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE ON POOL FIRE AND CABIN FIRE

Pool fire
Area

(m )

Cabin fire
•

Q_
(Iw)

Pool fire
enters cabin

(s)

Corresponding
cabin temperature

(°C)

Cabin temperature
at 240s

(°c)

4.5 2100 OO - 390

4. 5 2520 70 390 480

4.5 2940 85 400 540

6.0 420 OO 150

6.0 840 CO - 230

6.0 1260 CO - 290

6.0 1680 GO - 350

6.0 2100 OO - 390

6.0 2520 OO - 440

6.0 2940 90 420 540
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mp
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Figure 5 - Predicted Cabin Fire Induced Flows for 4.5 m Pool Fire
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APPENDIX

ESTIMATING DOORWAY MASS FLOW RATES BY TEMPERATURE DATA

It has been shown, for room openings of conventional sizes, that a

hydraulics flow model is appropriate for estimating the flow rates [9]. The

study by Prahl and Emmons [9] and the recent work of Steckler [8] show that

the required flow coefficient for this calculation is 0.7 to within about 15

percent. Moreover, the pressure distribution in a compartment subject to a

fire is governed principally by hydrostatics. Therefore the flow across an

opening may be determined from temperature data alone and more generally with
the additional measurement of a single pressure difference across the opening.

This will be described and illustrated below. A vertical opening will be

considered but a similar procedure could be applied to a horizontal opening.

Figure A-l illustrates a vertical opening with known temperature distri-
bution on each side - referred to as "inside” (i) and "outside" (o) for
labeling purposes.

The pressure drives the flow across the opening (except for openings that
are "large" relative to the enclosure surface area), and is given by hydrostatics,
The pressure drop across the opening for any height z is

o

Ap(z) = p . ( z
) —p (z) = Ap. (z )

-
l o 10 o

lO i:

[p
o
(z)-p

i
(z) ]gdz (A-l)

A reference pressure difference Ap . (z ) must be measured in general. However
if the position of flow reversal (i?e. ?he neutral plane height N) is known,
then Ap^(N) = 0 is the reference pressure. In some cases, N can be determined
from temperature measurements in the plane of the opening.

The rate of mass flow, with flow from i to o taken as positive in sign,

is given as

m. = CW
10 o

P
d
(z) V dz (A-2)

where W is the width of the opening
C°is 0.7

p^ is the density at the opening (and may be approximated as p^ or

P
q

at the corresponding height z)

The limits of integration depend of the sign of Ap . .

A-l



TABLE A-l LIMITS OF INTEGRATION

Ap . >0
lO

for all z

Ap . >0 and < 0
lO

(Ap . = 0 at z = N)
lO

Ap . <0
lO

for all z

Z
1

0 0 N 0

Z
2

H
o

N H H
o

m

.

lO
+ + —

These limits for usual cases are given in Table A-l. The natural ventilation
case for a single opening has a change in sign for Ap . and therefore flow
is both in (-) and out (+) . The other conditions wou!8 apply for cases of
multiple openings, wind or forced ventilation. The idealized velocity is given
by Bernoulli's equation assuming the streamline density is the value at the
opening (p

d
)

:

2|Ap (z)|
1/2

V(z) = sgn (Ap.
o

) (A-3)

d

The final equation needed is an equation of state which is

pT =p T = constant. (A-4)^ ^OO 00 v

This is applicable to fire related situations since changes in absolute
pressure level are small.

The case of natural ventilation for a single opening in which the fuel
supply rate is small relative to flow rate through the opening is a typical
room fire condition. If the outside temperature is uniform, T = T^, and the
inside temperature is approximated by a step-function

/ T , z > N
T = <

u
i (T

£
= T^, z < N (A- 5)

then the flow rate out and air flow rate into the room is given as

m = y C W
a 3 o

(It was also assumed

(A-6)

A comparison of the results of this calculation, based on experimentally
determined values of N and T ,

with the measured results of Steckler [5] are

shown in Table A-2. The quaYity of the measured results was assessed by

achieving a mass balance generally within 5 per cent or less. The derivation of

the estimated results from the measured values are well within + 10 per cent.

This is far superior to attempting to measure the flow rate by a limited
number of velocity probes in a centered vertical array positioned in a room

opening

,
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